# FORT HAYS STATE UNIVERSITY
## DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

### ADMINISTRATION
- **Dr. Joy Hatch**, VP of Technology  TH 183
- **Sarah Taggart**, Executive Administrative Specialist  TH 101
- **Kristin Rupp**, Finance Officer  TH 179
- **Jessica States**, Information Security Officer  TH 113A
- **Nancy Cunningham**, Business Process Analyst  TH 172
- **Viv Zimmerman**, Technology Consultant  TH 170

### LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES
- **Dr. Andrew Feldstein**, Associate VP of Learning Technologies  TH 160
- **Robert Luehrs**, Teaching Excellence Coordinator  TH 164
- **Seung Gutsch**, Instructional Designer  TH 166
- **Deana Zerr**, Faculty Development Coordinator  TH 162
- **Edward Tao**, Blackboard Support  TH 125 G
- **Kevin Staab**, Media Resources Technologist  TH 125 H

### ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
- **Jackie Ruder**, Enterprise Systems Director  TH 145
- **Austin Niehaus**, Applications Developer  TH 123 C
- **Travis Taggart**, Applications Developer  TH 177
- **Nastassja Key**, Applications Developer  TH 185 B
- **Kevin Sauer**, Applications Developer  TH 123 D
- **Neil Offutt**, Applications Developer  TH 123 B
- **Ruili Lang**, Applications Developer  TH 185 A

### Computing Services
- **Daryl Carswell**, Computing Services Director  TH 167
- **Lee Gross**, Senior Applications Developer  TH 171
- **Larry Rupp**, Senior Applications Developer  TH 155
- **Doug Storer**, Senior Applications Developer  TH 169
- **Mike Lacy**, Manager Systems/Operations  TH 149
- **John Kaba**, Senior Database Administrator  TH 147
- **Alvin Hearne**, Operations Support  TH 111 D
- **Mike Muench**, Operations Support  TH 111 C

### ENTERPRISE SUPPORT
- **Mike Nease**, Manager  TH 125 B

### TigerTech
- **Michelle Schlyer**, TigerTech Coordinator, Tier 1  TH 125 A
- **Scott Hess**, TigerTech Coordinator, Tier 2  TH 125 F
- **Mark Orth**, TigerTech Technician/ Lab Admin  TH 173
- **Mike McLain**, TigerTech Technician/ Printing Specialist  TH 125 C
- **Mark Cook**, TigerTech Technician  TH 125 E
- **Greg Grammon**, TigerTech Technician  TH 125 D
- **Edward Tao**, Computer Systems Analyst  TH 125 G

### Classroom And Theatre Support
- **Jeff Bitikofer**, Classroom Technology Support  TH 142
- **Luke LeCount**, Technical Director, Beach/Schmidt  SH 111 A

### ENTERPRISE OPERATIONS
- **Mark Griffin**, Chief Technology Officer  TH 181

### Servers And Networking
- **Livy Li**, Systems Administrator  TH 113 B
- **Aaron Roe**, Systems Administrator  TH 113 C
- **Trey Lynd**, Systems Administrator  TH 113 D

### Network
- **Derek Johnson**, Network Administrator  TH 175
- **Cory Funk**, Assistant Network Administrator  TH 185 C

### Telecommunication Services
- **Jordan Munsch**, Telecommunications Coordinator  TH 141 A
- **Kevin Burd**, Telecommunications Technician  TH 137
- **James Cech**, Telecommunications Technician  TH 143